Value for Money
Self Assessment 2015/16
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Executive Summary
One Manchester is here to improve lives and transform
neighbourhoods; to lead change and empower
communities; to create new opportunities and raise
aspiration
Launched in 2015 when Eastlands Homes
and City South Manchester Housing
Trust joined together in partnership,
we are a unique social business that
looks to innovative new approaches
and partnerships to tackle the issues
our neighbourhoods face. Together we
manage a wide range of neighbourhoods,
and over 12,500 homes, across South
and East Manchester. That means not
being just a landlord, but a connector and
enabler of change, improvement
and opportunity in our communities,
bringing social value to all that we do.

Our mission is
‘Creating opportunities,
Transforming communities,
Changing lives’
We measure our success not
only by our financial viability
but by looking as to whether
this has been achieved.
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Our strategic plan, developed and
agreed with staff, stakeholders and Board,
is supported by projects and action
plans that document each service area’s
objectives for the year and also by our
Value for Money Strategy that was in place
for April 2015. In 16/17 we will revisit and
update that strategy and ensure that our
Board and customers have assurance that
our resources are managed economically,
efficiently and effectively to deliver our
strategic vision.
This VfM assessment for 2015/16 reflects
the activity and achievements of One
Manchester in its first year. In 2014/15
the two housing associations delivered
independent VfM assessments and this is
the first one for the combined group.
Our review in 2014/15 outlined the
business case for the creation of the new
group and identified a series of service
and business benefits for the communities

of East and South Central Manchester
as well as longer term recurrent merger
savings of £2.78m. As those assessments
were being completed, the 8 July 2015
government budget presented a four year
rent reduction challenge to the sector.
Initial planning at that point identified an
overall recurrent target (merger and rent
reduction) saving requirement of £8.25m.
The new Board of One Manchester
took the view that it wanted to retain
its new homes, service and growth
aspirations and our planning reflected
that. Detailed work through the summer
of 2015 identified a shortfall and need
to save £9.08m annually by 2020/21.
Accordingly, Board approved a
new 30 year business plan on the
30 September 2015. Within that plan
One Manchester maintains its growth
and merger aspirations and also details a

six year efficiency and recurrent savings
target meeting the above shortfall by
2020/21. This business and savings
plan now sits at the heart of the One
Manchester approach to VfM and is
a core detail of this self assessment.

efficiency plan (our proxy for VfM) but
also clearly link to the strategic use
of those resources in delivering new
homes, maintaining asset investment
and developing and maintaining our
communities.

2015/16 has been a year of rapid change
and transition. As a newly formed
group, the Board has been at the heart
of shaping the new organisation and
delivering on its merger business plan
with early work focused on structure
and organisational design and a linked
restructure programme, policy and
service consistency and delivery.

Understanding our cost drivers, being
cost competitive and deriving added
value for each £1 we spend is a key part
of that. Utilising our regulator’s new
sector-wide cost comparative measure
(the headline social housing cost-perunit, CPU) allows us to benchmark our
position and progress against national
comparators, and in particular how
we achieve greater efficiency going
forward. At the point of merger our CPU
was £3,620, positioning the combined
organisation with a cost base above the
median for the sector, namely higher costs
than the average.

Financially the key imperative has
been shaping and starting to deliver
the savings and efficiency plan whilst
retaining and advancing our new
homes development programme.

Savings and efficiency plan
Our six year plan covering the period
to 2020/21 is included in the body of
the assessment and delivers a planned
recurrent saving of £9.08m. Our detailed
work in 2015/16 has already realised and
delivered long-term savings of £4.43m
and our operational budget for 2016/17
increases that total to £5.74m. Clearly it
is pleasing that the anticipated savings
and efficiencies of £2.78m in our original
merger plan have already been achieved.
Delivering, maintaining and utilising
the above efficiencies are at the heart of
our strategic planning. Our core seven
business strategies each contribute
towards delivering our savings and

Our delivery and planning now shows
solid cost averages (performance for
2015/16 is £2,821 CPU) at the low end
for the sector, namely lower costs than
average in the period from 2015/16 to
2020/21. Our operating margin, as a
measure of profitability is also moving in
the right direction, improving from 15.7%
2014/15, 24.0% 2015/16 and a budget
estimate of 28.9% 2016/17 against the
sector average of 28.8%. These core cash
earnings continue to be retained and
support our new build growth plans.
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Delivering Value for Money

In 2015/16 £4.95m was
spent on maintaining the
asset value of our properties

Assets
Our Asset Performance Evaluation Model
(APE) now underpins all our major repairs
and capital investment work. We hold a
net present value (NPV), a measure of the
future value of an asset, and sustainability
set of measures for each of our housing
units that allows us to plan at a street and
neighbourhood level. Managing “place”
where our homes are located is one of
our core seven strategies and this local
and strategic information allows us to
assess and inform the long-term return
on investment and our estate master
planning. In 2015/16 £4.95m was spent
on maintaining the asset value of our
properties with a budgeted investment of
£4.30m 2016/17. Asset investment was
protected in the savings and efficiency
plan and Board remains committed to
ensure our properties provide affordable
living through reducing fuel bills as well
as our commitment to providing healthier
homes. The Existing Use Value – Social
Housing of our stock (a measure of market
value) for the new group is £374m. Our
asset cover (market property value to
amount borrowed) at 299% and a low
debt-per-unit measure at £8,296 provides
capacity to support and expand our new
build and growth aspirations although this
is always subject to discussions with our
funders.

New build and stock growth
Board has worked hard to ensure that our
new homes growth plan has not been
impacted by either the July 2015 budget
and more latterly Brexit. Resetting our
business plan and budget in September
2015 preserved and protected our
pre-merger plans to deliver 559 new
homes, at a cost of £72.31m. It is positive
to report that the first significant new
build project for the merged group, 172
homes, is on site and under construction.
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Our growth aspirations continue to
evolve reflecting both the local market
and the Greater Manchester and central
government new homes agendas. Board
are keen to realise further development
capacity linked to the delivery of our
savings and efficiency work aligned to
our structural debt and finance capacity.
Indicative work over the summer with
our retained treasury advisors Savills has
identified further options to extend our
overall programme to the order of 969
units (an increase of the order of 73% in
units) in the period to 2021/22, and a
total cost of £136.8m. This work will be
reflected in our updated treasury and
business planning this autumn.

Our VfM strategy, linked to our annual
strategic plan, sets out how we will deliver
excellent and efficient services. The
changes in our operating environment
following the July 2015 budget and
government policy changes mean our
resources must be utilised efficiently
and effectively to deliver our strategic
objectives and our approach to VfM has
therefore been strengthened over the
last year. We have quickly developed
a robust approach to delivering VfM
that is embedded within all levels of the
organisation that has helped deliver
the gains summarised at the end of this
statement.

Self-assessment conclusion
Our full self-assessment includes a four
page summary that demonstrates how we
comply with the key themes of the VFM
standard and also highlights areas that
require further work and understanding.
We clearly map out how we intend to
deliver further efficiencies over the next
five years and how that will positively
impact on our headline social housing
cost-per-unit measure.
Following a robust assessment of our
compliance statement and supporting
detail the Board of One Manchester
concludes that we have good evidence
to support compliance with the expected
outcomes of the VfM standard, but
recognise that there are some areas
of VfM activity that continue to require
ongoing appraisal, review and challenge.
Bernard Priest
Chair of the Board
One Manchester

The foundation to our
strategy is having clear
objectives that are
relevant and aligned to
our overall vision and
strategic priorities.

One Manchester Board reviews the
efficiency of our work through our
financial reporting, annual published
accounts and this statement, and ensures
we comply with industry standards on
VfM. However, delivering VfM is more
than a partnership between Board and
executive. All staff are encouraged to
identify VfM opportunities in their areas of
work. We developed a VfM tracker for staff
that captures savings; income generation
and other efficiencies and a VfM section
on the staff intranet helps promote a VfM
culture across the organisation. Audit and
Risk Committee reviews our VfM strategy
and draft self assessment and it also
has responsibility for agreeing internal
audit plans and considering report
recommendations including on VfM.
Our Directors and Heads of Service
are responsible for monitoring VfM
performance and ensuring that targets
are delivered. A range of techniques
are used to improve efficiency in each
service area including benchmarking with
comparators and full service reviews.
Our budget and 30 year business plans
are updated annually; set out our Board’s
strategic financial direction and include
targets for making efficiency gains and
improvements to services each year.
Each department also works to improve

procurement of goods and services and
looks for new ways to work with partners
that provide real value for money. Our
Treasury strategy is reviewed annually
to ensure that our debt costs remain
competitive and that new debt is available
to support the Board strategy.
Our Board is aware of the impact of
welfare reform and potential threat
to our rental income and is mindful of
the continued hardship faced by our
residents. We are developing our financial
resilience strategy to not only protect our
income but to help our customers with
financial challenges and employability.
We have increased our understanding of
our physical asset performance, through
use of the Asset Performance Evaluation
model, providing us with a firm basis on
which to assess investment needs and
identify steps to improve performance
or dispose. Our planned maintenance
programme sets out our stock investment
priorities and each project considers
VfM and social value through effective
procurement. Our growth and place
strategies not only support the delivery of
new homes but the delivery of the right
sort of homes in the right place.
We also manage our human resources
to ensure we have the right staff with the
right skills to meet changing business
demands and develop new areas of
business. We have a clear strategy to
develop organisational capacity that sets
out our approach to developing and
retaining highly skilled, well motivated
and supported workforce that will help
deliver our objectives. We are developing
a One Manchester rewards offer that will
support and reinforce a culture that helps
improve VfM and staff effectiveness.
The foundation to our strategy is having
clear objectives that are relevant and
aligned to our overall vision and strategic
priorities.
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Our vision
Our vision is

Our new strategic plan includes seven
key priorities that will be our focus
now and in the future:

‘To lead, deliver and inspire social innovation across
Manchester and the region.

1. Strategic Positioning

We will be a trusted and dynamic business, providing clear
direction that creates positive change in our areas.

For One Manchester and our customers
to have a voice in, and a share of,
Greater Manchester’s growth and
success

We will provide quality homes and shape services that
improve people’s lives and attract further growth and
investment.
We will use our skills and resources to build resilient,
thriving communities’.

2. Transforming Services for
Customers

The following diagram reflects the governance structure in place which ensures VfM
is delivered across the business at One Manchester:

To deliver modern and efficient services
for our customers in the way they want
and expect them to be delivered

BOARD

3. Place

CUMULATIVE EFFICIENCY & SAVINGS PLAN

Invest in people and manage our
neighbourhoods effectively, so that
they develop, grow and thrive

STRATEGIC POSITIONING
TRANSFORMING SERVICES FOR CUSTOMERS

4. Social Innovation and
Partnership
Link together our knowledge and
skills with those of our communities
and partners, in new and imaginative
ways, to improve opportunities for our
customers

5. Growth and Diversification
To provide good quality homes that are
affordable for customers to rent or buy

6. Organisational Capacity

PLACE
AUDIT & RISK
SCRUTINY PANEL

SOCIAL INNOVATION AND PARTNERSHIP

BOARD
IMPLEMENTATION

GROWTH AND DIVERSIFICATION

GROUP

ORGANISATIONAL CAPACITY
FINANCIAL RESILIENCE
VALUE FOR MONEY

Ongoing investment in our people
and systems to ensure they are fit for
purpose to deliver on our promises

7. Financial Resilience
To generate and protect our income so
that we can reinvest it into services and
products that help our customers
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Compliance Statement
VfM standard expectations

Our compliance 2015/16

VfM standard expectations

Our compliance 2015/16

Has a robust approach to making decisions
on the use of resources to deliver our
objectives, including an understanding of
the trade-offs and opportunity costs of its
decisions.

An updated 30 year business plan was adopted by Board in September 2015 in response to the
-1 % rent cut. This was revisited as part of the normal planning cycle in March 2016 in setting the
2016/17 budget.

Understands the costs and outcomes of
delivering specific services and which
underlying factors influence these costs
and how they do so.

The self-assessment shows clear evidence of current and past performance on management
and maintenance costs when benchmarking against the HCA’s Global Accounts data (we
compare the two organisations at the point of merger, and following it). Our focus is also to
understand our cost base going forward against the HCA headline social housing cost-per-unit.
For example, the data for 2015/16 (current HouseMark benchmarking) show the new merged
organisation to be better than the average position for all associations by:

See the following pages
of the assessment:
Business plan & budget setting:
2; 11; 12; 13
HCA benchmarking:
20; 21; 22; 23
Our gains:
36; 37; 38

Understands the return on our assets and has
a strategy for optimising the future returns
on assets – including rigorous appraisal
of all potential options for improving VfM,
including the potential benefits in alternative
delivery models measured against our
purpose and objectives.
See the following pages of the
assessment:

There is a detailed stress testing plan associated with our business plan updates. Board has
considered our stress testing scenarios in some detail and they cover a broad range of cost and
income risks and issues including downturns in income collection, rent levels, cost inflation, interest
rate rises and delays in construction.
The 2016/17 annual budget process is robust and accurate.

• Our void losses.

We performed strongly against our funding covenants.

• Our debt-per-unit.

The VfM approach was reviewed by our internal auditors and given a clean bill of health.

• The self-assessment also shows costs compared to performance for each of the association’s
activity areas.

The new build appraisal model parameters were reviewed and independently validated. A new
sub group, the Development Appraisal Group was established and meets regularly to review and
recommend schemes for Board approval.
The new Homes and Communities Agency (HCA) headline social housing cost-per-unit (CPU £k
unit: £3,620 2014/15; £2,821 2015/16) has informed our benchmarking.
The savings plan, clearly demonstrates progress through to 2020/21 in achieving recurrent savings
of £9.08m a year. Within the plan Board has also considered risk against each of the main projects
and has made an assessment of the likelihood and probability of projects being delivered.
The section on One Manchester gains in 2015/16 at the end of the self assessment demonstrates
the range of activities and VfM themes undertaken in 2015/16 and includes expenditure savings,
income generation, in kind benefits and community impact.

See the following pages of the
assessment:
Merger & savings plan:
10; 11; 12
Progress monitoring & scrutiny:
5; 6; 7; 20
HouseMark Benchmarking:
23; 24; 25; 26; 27; 28; 29; 30; 31; 32
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See the following pages
of the assessment:
Cost performance (HCA):
20; 21; 22; 23

High level key performance information is reported to Board on a quarterly basis.
• We have a detailed merger and savings plan that identifies key projects and areas of savings.
This is our core VfM delivery plan in 2015/16.

Savings plan & future savings:
11; 12; 13; 24

• The development of new homes. The association expects to continue to make recurrent
annual cost efficiencies as we deliver our new build development programme. In overall terms
we anticipate making a recurrent net saving from our budget of £9.08m by 2020/21.

New homes:
4; 18; 19

• Our operational surpluses demonstrate financial control and strong covenant compliance.
One Manchester is updating its treasury, financial and security capacity measures and this
will be completed in the autumn of this year. At this point we anticipate adding additional
development of 410 units to our current plans of 559 new homes.
• Targets for future saving, and how these have been set, are detailed in the self-assessment.
They split once again between short-term and other savings and efficiencies and future plans
for re-investment.

Annually publishes a robust self-assessment
One Manchester’s self-assessment of how we meet the HCA Value for Money standard is
which sets out in a way that is transparent and
published on our website by the 30 September each year, along with key highlights for
accessible to stakeholders how we are achieving residents.
VfM in our purpose and objectives.

Recognises areas of weakness and areas where
further work is being undertaken to help our
understanding of costs, service delivery, asset
utilisation and financial performance.

• A Board sub group, the Implementation Group (BIG) has met through the year and monitored
progress against our merger and savings plan.

See the following pages of the assessment:

• Our internal auditors have regularly updated Audit Committee on progress against our
implementation/merger plans.

Sheltered scheme action plan:
15

• Our Operations Committee monitors performance in detail each quarter.

Master planning projects:
15

• Benchmarking is conducted through HouseMark quarterly/annually.

• The organisation’s current savings are detailed in the self-assessment by a high level extract
from the savings plan detailing progress and achievements in 2015/16.
• Separately, granular information shows one-off and recurring savings at a more detailed level.
This also includes income generation and leveraging of third party resources.

The model is in turn supported by stock data that includes condition surveys, Energy Performance
Certificates as well as customer satisfaction and other socio-economic factors.
In 2015/16 the APE model has been used to validate each major asset investment project.
Separately it is being used to identify option appraisals and inform future investment strategy at an
estate planning “master planning” level.

• The self-assessment shows our understanding of cost drivers and the impact that these have
across the most significant areas of spend for the organisation.

Cost performance & understanding
across key business areas inc. overheads:
24; 25; 26; 27; 28; 29; 30; 31; 32; 33; 34; 35

The group development strategy (including new build and major asset investment spend) is
supported by the APE model that analyses the financial, social and economic performance and thus
the value of the stock to the organisation over the life of the business plan and beyond. It has been
developed in conjunction with the vision and aims of the new group.

Asset position, performance, APE, planning:
15; 16; 17; 18; 19
Has performance management and scrutiny
functions which are effective at driving and
delivering improved VfM performance.

• Our operating surplus.

The following are key issues, weaknesses and priorities to address in 2016/17
• To continue to maintain the good progress on delivering the savings plan and deliver the
2016/17 budget
• To develop an action plan to review all sheltered schemes
• To move forward on master planning projects in Hulme and Beswick
• To deliver an alternate heating system for our identified poorest energy-efficient properties
• To undertake further analysis of management costs and overheads to challenge our operating
performance against 2016/17 budget and predicted future costs.

Alternate heating system:
15
Analysis of management costs & overheads:
23; 24
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Review of Organisational Costs
Merger and business planning
The merger plan leading to the creation
of One Manchester identified a range
of possible savings that recognised the
opportunity to rationalise and streamline
the delivery of services whilst also taking
advantage of increased purchasing power
and to take out areas of organisational
duplication including offices, systems and
equipment. The plan proposed savings
mostly being realised by year three of the
merged business, 2017/18, and in overall
terms £2.78m. As noted in the executive
summary the government budget in
July 2015 placed a real terms reduction
in rents for all housing associations,
including One Manchester. This created
a savings pressure not only to maintain
covenant compliance but importantly to
be able to generate operating surpluses
and reserves to invest in our new homes
and growth plans. Further cost reductions
also deliver more cost effective products
and services for our service users.

Housing association investment is based
on long-term capital growth in property
value and in building new homes and is
delivered through long-term business
and financial planning over 30 years.
Our Board therefore responded to the
new budget challenge by overhauling its
pre-merger 30 year business plan and in
September of 2015 approved a new one.
Table 1 shows an extract from that new
plan and at an overview level the delivery
of a recurrent annual saving of £9.08m
by 2020/21. This plan also maintains our
new homes growth and asset investment
programmes whilst also delivering real
savings in the costs of our services over
the same period. This theme is returned
to later in the section on our overall
social housing cost-per-unit cross cutting
measure.

Table 1 One Manchester Cumulative Efficiency and Savings Plan

1

2

3

4

5

6

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

£’000

£’000

£’000

£’000

£’000

£’000

Business Plan – identified items in
amended business plan: includes
pay award inflation, rents collection
performance, office consolidation
and Right to Buy (RTB) activity

900

1,450

1,790

2,330

2,700

2,950

Staffing savings: includes posts
saved from Voluntary Exit Scheme
(VES) programme, restructure and
merger consolidation

1,481

3,506

3,506

3,506

3,506

3,506

Identified savings from projects:
includes procurement and savings
from re-tender, consolidation of
internal and external services

36

423

984

984

1,334

1,334

Savings from general departmental
budgets – additional to above savings

0

433

915

915

915

915

Efficiencies & improvements
(Digital by Design, performance
improvements)

0

0

0

0

383

383

Total Projected Savings

2,417

5,811

7,195

7,735

8,838

9,088

Original savings in business plan
resulting from merger

1,505

2,220

2,630

2,778

2,778

2,778

900

2,050

3,140

4,430

5,550

6,310

2,405

4,270

5,770

7,208

8,328

9,088

 xtract from One Manchester
E
30 year Business Plan
(revised September 2015)

Additional savings in business
plan to mitigate July 2015
Chancellor’s budget
Total savings in business plan

One Manchester key priorities include
improved levels of rent recovery,
effective service charge cost identification
and charging and limiting bad debts.
Pay awards have been capped at 1%
and the consolidation of offices from
five to two has also been included.
Staffing is the most significant variable
business cost. The focus has been on
an overall reduction in the cost and
staff establishment (headcount) and
limiting growth in the overall pay bill
going forward. In our planning staffing
costs are capped by below inflation
pay awards over the next four years.
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There has also been an absolute
reduction in the staffing cost of the
business through an organisational
restructure and that will be followed
by effective controls over recruitment.
Procurement delivers savings by larger
scale market testing and by streamlined
services, including in-house service
delivery allowing greater cost and
quality control. Departmental budgets
have been capped on the basis of
targeted priorities and cost control.
A significant investment in single
organisation wide Information and
Communications Technology (ICT)
systems in 2015/16 will deliver smarter
ways of working and service efficiencies.

Table 2 (page 12) details progress to date
in 2015/16 and planned efficiencies
for 2016/17. The updated business
plan adopted by Board in September
2015 included a detailed assessment
of savings and income options,
projects delivering savings and
process and departmental efficiencies.
For 2015/16 this identified the need
to make a recurrent saving of £2.405m
by the end of March 2016 increasing
to £4.270m by March 2017. This is
mapped out in both tables 1 and 2.
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Our Performance

Table 2 Efficiency and savings plan – progress in 2015/16 and planned efficiencies for 2016/17

 ne Manchester Cumulative
O
Efficiency and Savings Plan –
performance to date

1

2

31/03/16 Achieved

Included in Budget

2015/16 (target)

2016/17 (target)

(Annualised)

2016/17

£’000

£’000

£’000

£’000

900

1,450

873

1,450

Identified items in amended business
plan: includes pay award inflation,
rents collection performance, office
consolidation and RTB activity

Staffing savings: includes posts saved
from VES programme, restructure and
merger consolidation

1,481

Savings from general departmental
budgets – additional to above savings

0

3,506

423

433

3,435

114

0

3,435

490

362

0

0

12

3

Total Projected Savings

2,417

5,811

4,434

5,740

Original savings in business plan
resulting from merger

1,505

2,220

900

2,050

2,405

4,270

Total savings in Business Plan

The “achieved column” highlights
progress in 2015/16. Following further
benchmarking with peers and an
assessment of historic rent and service
charge performance across the two
subsidiaries, both bad debt and void
targets in the business plan were reduced
from 4% to 2.5%. This creates a more
robust stretch target focused on the
effective and efficient collection of all
income. Having to provide for less income
bad debts realises a saving of £873k in
2015/16.
An organisation-wide staff restructure was
undertaken and broadly completed by
December. Senior staffing was rationalised
and a new organisational wide structure
developed and rolled out. At the same
time a one-off Voluntary Exit Scheme was
introduced and this addressed the majority
of staff duplication and over capacity
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An accounting policy change now
recognises housing properties at cost.

31 March

36

Additional savings in business
plan to mitigate July 2015
Chancellor’s budget

This is the first review of performance
following the adoption of FRS 102 The
Financial Reporting Standards applicable
in the UK and Republic of Ireland.

This included a restatement of 2014
financial statements. The main change is
to the treatment of housing properties.

Table 3 Summary table of One Manchester’s financial position, assets and performance

Identified savings from projects:
includes procurement and savings
from re-tender, consolidation of
internal and external services

Efficiencies & improvements
(Digital by Design, performance
improvements)

Financial performance

issues. Whilst incurring an additional one
off cost in 2015/16 of £2.428m the overall
impact is an annual recurrent staff cost
saving of £3.435m.
Cancelling duplicated corporate
subscriptions, bringing the outsourced
payroll bureau in-house, initial vehicle
fleet rationalisation and smaller scale
procurement delivered a further recurrent
saving of £114k. In overall terms £4.43m
of recurrent savings have been realised
against the within year target of £2.4m.
This very strong over performance (it
delivers the merger savings plan in full)
provides an excellent base moving into
2016/17.
Our 30 year business plan anticipates
good progress on savings with an overall
recurrent saving of £4.27m delivered
by the end of March 2017. However,

2016

2015

Highlights of Comprehensive Income

£’000

£’000

Turnover

57,001

57,663

Operating costs

43,324

48,599

Operating surplus

13,677

9,064

Surplus before actuarial gain / (loss)

9,298

3,447

Highlights of Asset Position

£’000

£’000

Fixed assets at cost

180,954

184,410

Debt drawn

125,613

135,073

Cash at bank and in hand

24,369

25,371

Net current assets

8,692

7,485

Number of homes in management – social housing

12,039

12,131

43

23

Financial Statistics

2016

2015

Operating surplus as % of turnover

24.0%

15.7%

Rent losses (voids and bad debts as % of net rent and service charge receivable)

1.4%

1.1%

Rent arrears (gross arrears as % of net rent and service charge receivable)

7.2%

6.7%

100.1%

99.4%

Average re-let time in days

20.3

19.9

Net debt to turnover

1.76

1.90

Covenants

2016

2015

£14,410k

£12,567k

2.22

2.11

Debt-per-unit

£8,296

£8,943

Effective interest rate

5.62%

5.17%

Number of homes in management – market rent

Board wanted to maintain progress
and momentum and ensure savings are
embedded through the business. The
projected recurrent savings targets for
March 2017 has been set as a stretch
target of £5.81m and the operational
budget for 2016/17 broadly matches
that at £5.74m.
The within year budget measures
supporting that include a limited pay
award on a smaller staff cost base of 1%,
£250k savings in major repairs, a separate
departmental wide budget cap of £362k
and further project savings of £376k
including re-tenders and anticipated
contract savings for insurances, fleet and
ICT. Performance against budget should
achieve a March 2017 overall saving of
£5.74m.

Rent collected % excluding current arrears

EBITDA including major repairs capitalised (MRI)
Interest cover as per loan agreements (Barclays & RBS)

Trend
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Assets, Place and Growth
Highlights of Comprehensive
Income
Overall the Group generated a surplus
of £9.3m (2014/15 £3.4m). The main
underlying improvement in the surplus
of £5.9m is largely as a result of the
completion of the five year investment
programme in the Eastlands Homes
stock which has led to a reduction in
major repairs spend of £8.2m (net of gap
funding). Within year merger efficiencies
were planned and delivered in the
last quarter of the year in the main and
actual cash savings accrue into 2016/17.
Duplication of costs impacted on the
operating margin and 2015/16 including
one-off staff restructuring costs of £2.4m.

Highlights of Assets Position
The financial position remains strong
with assets now shown in our financial
statements at a cost of £181.0m (2015
£184.4m); this compares to an underlying
market value (EUVSH- Existing Use Value –
Social Housing) of £376m. The reduction
in value reflects RTB sales of 107 units
offset by the completion / acquisition of
16 market rent and affordable rent homes.
These new properties were funded by
operational and sales cash flows with
the debt reducing to £125.6m after
loan repayments of £9.5m from March
2015. The revenue reserve now shows
an accumulated loss of £35.8m (2015
£50.0m) as assets are now shown at cost
in the financial position statement. The
forecast shows that the surplus generated
over the next five years will create a
positive revenue reserve position.
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Financial statistics and covenants
– Operating Ratios and Global
Accounts review
The last published HCA Global Accounts
cover the period to March 2015 and
allow aspects of financial performance
to be compared against sector-wide
performance. Within that analysis specific
performance of Large Scale Voluntary
Transfer associations (One Manchester
falls into that group – as a new merged
group long-term historic trends are not
comparable) can be separately measured
and reported.
The core operating margin (a measure
of profitability) shows a marked
improvement to 24.0 % (15.7% 2014/15)
moving closer to the sector average of
28.8%. Our budget planning for 2016/17
identifies a predicted operating margin
of 28.9%, reflecting both our savings
work and close to the sector norm. Rents
and void performance deteriorated to
1.4% from 1.1% (2014/15) but performing
strongly against the sector average of
2.4%.
Treasury ratios demonstrate performance
against our financial covenants agreed
with our joint funders at merger. EBITDAMRI is a measure of ability to cover debt
interest with very strong performance at
2.22 (2.11 2014/15) against our funders
measure of 1.0 and the sector average
of 1.61. Debt-per-unit identifies further
borrowing capacity. The between year
decline to £8,296 (2015/16) follows
the agreed debt repayment profile with
funders and compares to the sector
average of £18,413. This allows significant
debt capacity for our growth plans subject
to discussions with funders and individual
scheme appraisals.

Asset Performance
In September 2015 we implemented
Asset Performance Evaluation modelling
that looks at the long-term sustainability
of each of our neighbourhoods and
shapes and updates our long-term asset
strategy. The model uses techniques to
analyse property worth to the business
plan; includes a measurement of social
sustainability; provides an objective
baseline on which to make investment
decisions and generates a candidate list
for option appraisal. The model relies
on data from stock condition surveys;
financial information; neighbourhood
satisfaction scores; internal housing
management data and centralised data
such as that produced by Office for
National Statistics. The model can be
analysed at company, neighbourhood
and asset group levels and by individual
property.
Following the implementation of APE
we have systematically analysed and
effectively targeted areas for improvement
using our active asset management
approach. The modelling has enabled
the identification and cost appropriate
packages of options to help improve the
financial performance of our stock and
also demonstrated the financial and social
return on investment to support our Value
for Money strategy.

In 2015/16 we have analysed the ‘poor
performing’ asset groups and following
assessment been able to:
a. D
 evelop an action plan to review all
sheltered schemes to help determine
their long-term viability. The action
plan will identify how we can improve
the financial viability and improve
sustainability on the schemes that
were categorised within the ‘poor
performers’.
b. Carried out a detailed, long-term
master-planning exercise to help tackle
the issues and bring improvement(s)
to an area of Hulme, looking at various
re-development options to help sustain
the community. The masterplan will link
into the surrounding investment and
regeneration of the area.
We further analysed the SAP (Standard
Assessment Procedure) energy rating
of properties through use of the APE
model. This highlighted a number of
schemes with a low SAP rating (band D
and below) which indicates poor energyefficiency and probable high fuel bills for
tenants. As a result, a review of alternative
heating systems for one scheme is
currently underway. This could generate
a Renewable Heating Incentive income to
the organisation over 20 years and help
reduce customer fuel costs. In addition,
we have identified a group of bungalows
with poor energy-efficiency. We are now
considering both renewable heating
sources and redevelopment options.

Through master-planning we will consider
the alternative use of land throughout
this neighbourhood and also link into
the existing redevelopment of the area.
The model has also helped identify
areas of poor demand and high turnover.
The appraisal of bedsit accommodation
in one neighbourhood has highlighted
their potential conversion to one and
two bedroom flats that would help
improve both their sustainability and
financial viability.
The analysis of each One Manchester
neighbourhood highlights a number of
neighbourhoods with a low combined
NPV (those that have a combined
NPV cost below £5000 have been
used in table 4) compared with others
within the group. Also listed are the
neighbourhoods whose sustainability
score is less than the One Manchester
average (5.2).
We will further review these
neighbourhoods to analyse, at asset
group level, the reason for poor
financial performance. Appraisals will
be developed to support all decision
making processes for those asset
groups that are financially poor. We will
investigate and analyse the low scoring
sustainable neighbourhoods and put
mechanisms in place to help tackle the
low scoring indicators in conjunction
with the appraisal.

The model has highlighted large areas of
investment spend within neighbourhoods
and the impact that has on net present
value. An area of Beswick has prompted a
master-planning exercise due to high level
repair spend.
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Table 4 NPV and sustainability breakdown

Low NPV – lower financially performing neighbourhoods
Neighbourhood

Total NPV

Unit NPV

Sustainability
Score

Neighbourhood

Sustainability
Score

Total NPV

Bentley

£1,122,938

£10,979

6.17

Belle Vue

4.21

£2,949,637

Monton Street

£2,289,859

£11,462

6.53

Openshaw

4.23

£6,041,177

Bethnall / Sherwood

£2,517,681

£10,325

7.77

Cornbrook

4.59

£5,818,139

Plymouth Grove

£2,767,796

£11,043

5.2

Hampden/Abbey

4.70

£8,216,748

Belle Vue

£2,949,637

£8,793

4.21

Ryder Brown

4.73

£13,640,118

Rusholme
Shawgreen / Loreto
Loxford / Aquarius

£3,460,521
£3,777,851
£4,522,618

£5,875
£11,446
£8,011

6.4
5.7
8.81



Sustainability – lower performing neighbourhoods

Neighbourhood NPV & sustainability performance & individual asset group cash flow

Clayton
Knutsford Vale
Beswick

4.86
4.93
4.96

£20,558,071

Neighbourhood Summary Total NPV v Sustainability score (Bubble size = No. of Unit)
Financially poor
performers

Financially good
performers

Good
sustainability

good
sustainability
7.5

£19,150,921

Bethnall / Sherwood
Platt Lane
Monton Street
St Georges

£16,275,771

6

Anson

Rusholme

Bentley

Wilbraham

Moss Side/Whalley Range
Total NPV

Shawgreen / Loreto

Ryder Brown

Knutsford
Vale

Clayton

£25,000,000

Belle Vue

Beswick

£20,000,000

Hampden/Abbey

£15,000,000

4.5

Cornbrook

£10,000,000

£5,000,000

-£5,000,000

Plymouth
Grove

Openshaw

3

Financially poor
performers
Poor
sustainability

Financially good
performers
1.5

Sustainability Score

This chart highlights a summary of the
total combined NPV and sustainability
score of each neighbourhood. The
chart is median set to the APE model
average NPV (£917,000) and the median
sustainability rating of 5.2. Currently, there
are no neighbourhoods with a negative
NPV.
In 2016/17 we will develop an additional
set of indicators to use within the APE
model. This will add a further dimension
to the investment decision making
process by enabling us to target fuel poor
households. It will also help inform future
investment programmes and ensure we
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Poor
sustainability

are investing more smartly within our
neighbourhoods and identifying where
further interventions are required. We are
also in discussion with another registered
provider to pilot, in partnership, party
wall insulation to a group of properties
recognised as poor energy-efficiency
through APE with the aim to improve
thermal comfort, reduce fuel costs
and lower CO2 emissions. Working in
partnership would achieve a lower unit
rate/cost and provide a good cross
section of archetypes across the two
organisations to identify what works best.
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Place Strategy
Place leadership is a core component of
One Manchester’s vision. Creating and
sustaining the place, physical assets,
people, communities, and environment
is integral to our mission and values.
The local authority has seen a decline in
funding with consequences for place,
people and services. This reduction of
investment has impacted on all aspects
of place management and provides
One Manchester with the opportunity to
extend its service offer and build upon
its strong links with communities. One
Manchester defines place in the broadest
sense including all individuals and tenures
in our areas. We will continue to be a lead
partner and influencer across all of our
neighbourhoods and within the City.
Utilising the information in APE we will
review the viability of all our stock and only
invest where it is appropriate and viable
to do so. We will also consider a range
of options for the future development or
retrofit of our stock to determine the most
effective solution.
In 2016/17 we are developing place
plans on which to base core strategic
planning and interventions. We are
identifying drivers and stakeholders which
will be used to develop, invest in, manage
and grow place; we are identifying
and developing information suites and
influencers; providing context and tools
with which to frame investment choices,
drivers for funding and priorities.

In developing all growth options in the
delivery of what is One Manchester’s
most significant value of investment we
are clear that value for money must be
achieved in the development of viable
and profitable sites, irrespective of tenure.
We are conscious that returns will vary
with location and opportunity and that
in some instances we may wish to take a
lesser return to invest in and revitalise our
neighbourhoods.

Growth Strategy
A key strategic aim is to increase the range
and number of homes and services to
meet the city’s region’s strategy for growth
and the aspirations of our customers now
and in the future.
In 16/17 One Manchester will start to:
• Reconstruct our growth programme
in light of changed funding and
determine the quality, type, tenure, and
performance of housing products which
meet the requirements of the places
in which we work and the residential
growth strategy of the City and the
region.
• Build upon our initial planning work
with our independent treasury advisors
Savills that identifies additional new
build growth from 559 to 969 units.
• Review the long-term nature of
affordable housing stock and how
assets can be used to subsidise future
affordable rented supply (in addition to
profits from other growth programmes)
and where and to what extent this
should happen.

• Resource and develop new skills in
a different world, both commercially
and to achieve sites, partnerships, joint
ventures to deliver growth.
• Consider intervention in poor value
private rented stock which impacts on
the long-term value of our places and
city and how poor quality transitional
neighbourhoods can be improved. This
will require a new management offer,
complementing work with Manchester
City Council and potential acquisition
of stock.
• Collaborate with other Greater
Manchester Registered Providers and
the Greater Manchester Combined
Authority on potential organisational
and funding models to meet the longterm housing needs of the region and
to contribute to housing growth targets
as detailed in the Greater Manchester
spatial strategy.
In 2015/16 One Manchester began the
development of 172 new homes for
market rent. Funding for the development
of the new homes was facilitated by the
refinancing linked to the merger. Table
5 shows progress against the group
development plan.

Table 5 Progress against Group development plan

Scheme name

Scheme type

Start date

Units

Leaf/Royce

Market rent

March 16

172 homes

Lily Thomas

Market rent

November 16

21 homes

Oasis/Chapman Street

Market rent

January 17

34 homes

Folkestone Road

Affordable
rent

Completed
December 15

6 homes

Stanley Grove

Affordable
rent

January 16

4 homes

Lees St/Columbine St

Market rent

July 16

34 homes
271 Total
271 Total

In 15/16 107 tenants exercised their
right to buy/acquire with net receipts of
£3,324k. One Manchester had a total
of £984,000 Disposal Proceeds Fund
(DPF) which has part funded 10 new build
affordable rent homes and brought back
into use 10 studio flats. We also acquired
10 units that were valued at £1,150,000
but our successful offer of £1,130,050
saved £19,950.
Taking the lowest successful tender price
from the average tender price for four
of the ten new build units we achieved
overall savings of £79,333. In addition
to £200k DPF the project received HCA
funding of £84k. The total build cost-perunit was £147,794 so taking into account
funding the actual build cost to One
Manchester was £76,794 – adding value
of £71k per unit.
Only one contractor bid for the six
unit scheme who agreed to negotiate
construction costs based on our
budget saving £5696. £326k DPF was
supplemented with £126k HCA funding.
The total costs to build each unit was
£137,761 so again taking into account
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funding the actual cost to build the
properties was £62,427 – adding value of
£75,334 per unit.
We took an informed decision to dispose
of four units as the renovation costs did
not meet our investment priorities. These
were valued at £185k and sold for £190k.
The existing use value to One Manchester
before selling the property was £150k
therefore selling at £190k gave £40k to
the business. We have not yet found, but
continue to pursue, an alternate use for
the mothballed six cottages at Westwood
House that require in the region of £400k
investment. Discussions with local social
enterprises have so far failed to deliver a
viable solution.
In 16/17 DPF will contribute to the
refurbishment of a disused doctors
surgery into two family homes; the
refurbishment of a further 11 studio flats;
and eight new modular build homes. We
will also complete the acquisition of 24
tenanted units plus 16 garages that we
plan to redevelop.
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Performance Management
The performance of the Group is
monitored by the Group Board,
Operations Committee and tenant
Scrutiny Panel. The Group has developed
a robust performance management
framework that reports to our Leadership
Team, Board and Committees. In autumn
2016 we will embed a new group
housing management system – currently
two different systems are in place – that
will enhance our ability to analyse and
utilise data to improve reporting and
performance.
Costs and performance are benchmarked
across the sector through HouseMark
and also PlaceShapers to allow clear
comparisons and drive continuous

improvement. The data is used to support
decision making when reviewing services
and budgets. Targets are set in line with
objectives and the level of performance
that our tenants need and that can be
delivered within budget.

Satisfaction
The Group has not run the HouseMark
STAR satisfaction survey as we continue to
work with HACT (Housing Associations’
Charitable Trust) on a resident satisfaction
project that aims to develop a new,
co-created approach for measuring
and analysing resident satisfaction that
responds to the needs of the sector;
addresses the challenges present in

current methods; and improves the
evidence base about the methods used
to build and analyse satisfaction scores.
The new approach is intended to produce
actionable insights and to facilitate a
robust understanding of the extent to
which we are able to influence satisfaction
and the tools at our disposal to do so.
By comparing an understanding of the
impact of activities to their costs, we
will be able to make far more evidenceinformed decisions about which activities
represent value for money and be able
to provide a robust evidence base for
decisions to invest or divest in activities.

Table 6 Sector efficiency comparison for One Manchester and subsidiaries 14/15

Management
Organisation
Name

CPU (£k)

City South
Manchester

0.73

Eastlands
Homes

1.23

One
Manchester

1.05

Quartile
Position
(HCA &
HM)

HCA
HM
HCA
HM
HCA
HM

Service Charge

CPU (£k)

0.29
0.16
0.21

Quartile
Position
(HCA &
HM)

Maintenance

CPU (£k)

HCA

1.02

HM
HCA

0.81

HM
HCA

0.88

HM

Quartile
Position
(HCA &
HM)

HCA

Major Repairs

CPU (£k)

0.56

HM
HCA

1.88

HM
HCA

1.41

HM

Quartile
Position
(HCA &
HM)

HCA
HM
HCA
HM
HCA
HM

Other Costs

CPU (£k)

0.00
0.11
0.07

Quartile
Position
(HCA &
HM)

HCA
HM
HCA
HM
HCA
HM

Headline Social
Housing
CPU (£k)

2.59
4.19
3.62

Quartile
Position
(HCA &
HM)

HCA
HM
HCA
HM
HCA
HM

Headline
social
housing
cost
(Rank out
of 32 HM
peers)

2
28
21

HCA Sector Data
As a result we reviewed and reduced the number of non-STAR satisfaction surveys to
just two and the results, both above target, for 15/16 are:
100%
90%
80%

Target
85%

85.92%

95.62%

95%

96.36%

99.57%

70%
Neighbourhood

Scrutiny Panel
Eastlands Homes (EH) and City South
Manchester (CSM) had separate Scrutiny
Panels in 15/16 that respectively reviewed
access to services and repairs. However,
we recruited a One Manchester Scrutiny
Panel during the summer of 2016 whose
initial focus was scrutiny of this assessment
and value for money of service provision.

Business efficiency
and benchmarking
Prior to merger both EH and CSM
assessed their financial and service
performance against both the annual
HCA published sector wide global
accounts and a more detailed cost and
service review using the HouseMark
benchmarking service. The HouseMark
review allowed both organisations to
assess their relative performance against
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Completed Repair

a smaller and similar group (peers) than
the global accounts could accommodate.
The same peer group analysis has been
adopted for One Manchester and this
allows for a more focused cost and service
review.
In June the sector regulator, the HCA,
revisited its approach to demonstrating
VfM and cost efficiency across the
sector by identifying five individual cost
indicators and a sixth summary indicator,
the headline social housing cost-perunit. Each housing association was then
provided with its own analysis based on
the 14/15 global accounts/costs to assess
its relative sector wide efficiency. As 14/15
was the year before the merger both EH
and CSM were presented independently,
although a proxy for the combined
organisation has also been made.

Upper

1.27

0.61

1.18

1.13

0.41

4.30

Median

0.95

0.36

0.98

0.80

0.20

3.55

Lower

0.70

0.23

0.81

0.53

0.08

3.19

HouseMark Peer Group Data

CSM
EH

Table 6 (page 21) compares the relative
efficiency position of Eastlands Homes,
City South Manchester and a proxy
for One Manchester for 14/15 against
the six HCA measures of efficiency. A
second level of analysis is included using
our HouseMark peer group where the
performance range is tighter and more
challenging. The headline HCA measures
show in total that CSM operated at the
lower cost range against the sector
average with EH at the upper cost range
(noting that EH was in the final year of
its catch up repairs programme). The
modelled position for One Manchester
at £3,620 per unit is a median cost, or
middle position against the sector wide
average. The HouseMark analysis broadly
follows that and also ranks us against our
peers with the new group at 21 out of 32.

Upper

1.02

0.41

1.06

1.17

0.32

3.87

Median

0.97

0.28

0.93

0.93

0.18

3.44

Lower

0.74

0.16

0.51

0.68

0.07

3.20

Please note:
There were originally 39 organisations in the One Manchester bespoke Housemark peer benchmarking
group (since definging the group in 2015 two providers have been involved in mergers and one no longer
subscribes), of which 29 appear in Global Accounts (some do not as they are either councils or ALMOs).
6 of the 29 form three groups which are included in the HM ranking list. The GA list still includes the
organisations which have dropped of the HM group.
The rank here is simply to show for the headline social housing cost where each organisation in the One
Manchester benchmarking group comes when compared to the others within the group (1 to 32). The
HouseMark peer group data only includes the 29 separate organisations not the groups and is taken from its
online Global Accounts Analysis tool.
The traffic lights against each score are to show how that organisation measures up to the HCA and HM data;
there is no scientififc method behind this, just an indication as to where an organisation would sit without
incorporating mid-upper and mid-lower scores/markers.
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Table 7 below compares the relative cost
efficiency position of One Manchester in
its first year following the merger. This is
based upon its actual financial results for
15/16 and is set against the same six HCA
measures of efficiency. The headline social
housing cost-per-unit for 15/16 is £2,821
(£3,620 14/15-proxy) and places the
combined new business with low overall
costs compared to the sector.

Clearly in overall cost terms the summary
reduction is very positive but needs to be
tempered by notable changes to major
repairs expenditure. It is also worth noting
that the £2,821 out turn includes one off
staff restructuring costs of £2.428m and
the value excluding that would be £2,619.

Whilst Table 7 details the actual business
efficiency measure for 15/16 it also
projects forward how we believe our cost
performance will evolve. The 2016/17 –
2020/21 projections are drawn from the
same 30 year business plan that underpins
our savings work in tables 1 and 2. Clearly
there is also a direct link to our detailed
business efficiency work presented earlier
in the report.

Table 7 Sector efficiency comparison for One Manchester 2015/16 and planned forward direction

CSM

EH

OM

2014/15

One Manchester £’000/Unit - Actual 2015/16 Costs and Projected Costs 2016/17 to 2020/21
2015/16

CPU

Estimated
Quartile
Position

CPU

2016/17
Estimated
Quartile
Position

CPU

2018/19
CPU

Estimated
Quartile
Position

2019/20
Estimated
Quartile
Position

CPU

2020/21
CPU

Management

0.73

1.23

1.05

1.27

1.10

1.10

1.07

1.04

Service Costs

0.29

0.16

0.21

0.20

0.22

0.23

0.23

0.24

Maintenance

1.02

0.81

0.88

0.76

0.67

0.68

0.70

0.69

Major Repairs
(inc. Capitalised)

0.56

1.88

1.41

0.32

0.46

0.48

0.78

1.19

Other Costs

0

0.11

0.07

0.27

0

0

0

0

Headline Social
Housing Cost

2.59

4.19

3.62

2.82

2.44

2.49

2.78

3.16

Estimated
Quartile
Position

HCA Sector Data - 2014/15
Management

Service Costs

Maintenance

Major Repairs
(inc. Capitalised)

Other Costs

Headline Social
Housing Cost

Upper

1.27

0.61

1.18

1.13

0.41

4.30

Median

0.95

0.36

0.98

0.80

0.20

3.55

Lower

0.70

0.23

0.81

0.53

0.08

3.19

Please note:
The estimated quartile positions are based on the HCA sector data for 2014/15 ans as with previous tables an
indication as to where the organisation would sit without using mid-upper and mid-lower markers.
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It is very encouraging that the headline
social housing cost-per-unit remains at the
lower sector wide average cost through
the period. As there is no allowance for
inflation in the benchmark values included
above that is positive, although the -1%
rent effect may well leave values broadly
unchanged or declining over the same
period. However, the detailed analysis
and picture is more mixed and complex.
Our management costs remain in the
area between the upper and median
average and whilst the direction of travel
reflects our savings work (it reduces)
it will continue to be closely assessed
against our peers. As a newly merged
organisation there clearly remain areas
of cost duplication and historic practice
to address. In the shorter term there are
different pay scales and generous pension
arrangements. Office, ICT and finance
costs and wider overhead costs and
their allocation will also be an important
ongoing area of further cost analysis and
review.
Service costs remain at the lower cost
range although again the ability to
charge and collect those costs is of equal
importance. Maintenance performs well
at a national cost average compared
to the sector but our compact housing
stock distribution, and new investment
in common ways of working should help
facilitate and maintain this.
Major repairs remains an area of particular
discussion and focus. The values at an
average/unit level tend to be material
and can have the impact of varying overall
cost between years – a significant element
in the movement between 14/15 and
15/16 for One Manchester illustrates that.
There also remains the vexed question

of higher investment in maintaining asset
appeal and value penalised by a higher
overall cost measure. As our major asset
investment programme picks up in
2020/21 our cost average clearly moves
up.
Other costs stabilise from 16/17 as the
one off exceptional staff restructuring
costs of 15/16 drop out. So whilst the
overview remains positive there remains
work to be done on continuing to
understand and challenge our overall cost
base.

HouseMark Benchmarking
As a group we continue to use
HouseMark to annually benchmark
against ourselves and a relevant selected
peer group of 38 organisations: urban
and with an in-house repairs team. This
peer group, initially 39 but one no
longer subscribes, was chosen prior to
merger and is the group used by both
organisations in the 2015 statement.
We are also a member of a recently
formed Greater Manchester Providers
Performance Group looking at alternatives
to obtaining comparative benchmarking
information and identifying best practice.
Our aim is to develop a service that is
appropriate and focused on the key issues
affecting Greater Manchester; and that is
timely, proactive and agile, focused on an
agreed data-set which encompasses both
cost and performance and is predictive
and forward-looking.
The following sections are based on
15/16 results as benchmarked with those
organisations in this peer group who have
submitted their full results to date (10/38)
– or where HouseMark has inflated
14/15 costs in line with inflation (18/38)
where performance data only has been
submitted. Ten organisations have yet to
submit any data. Our quartile positions
may change as other organisations
submit. We are unable to indicate our
own trends as this is the first year of
our existence as a group but we have
included each organisation’s results for
14/15 for comparison.
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Overheads

Major Works and Cyclical Maintenance

Our total overhead costs are £8,742,189
and lower quartile compared to our peer
group median of £4,103,769 and the
percentage breakdown is shown in table 8.

Table 9 Key HouseMark indicators for Major Works & Cyclical Maintenance

Description

Table 8 One Manchester overheads breakdown

Overheads

Major works including cyclical maintenance cost per
property

OM 15/16

Office premises costs as % of turnover

2.69%

IT costs as % of turnover

3.44%

Finance costs as % of turnover

2.49%

Central costs as % of turnover

5.25%

Total overheads as a % of adjusted turnover

13.87%

The table identifies the initial effect
of the merger process. Broadly the
weighted range of overheads of the two
organisations prior to merger in 2014/15
map across to a combined average
for One Manchester in 2015/16. The
headline total overhead at 13.87% leaves
us expensive to the peer group median.
This is unsurprising in the first year post
merger with the new business incurring
a combination of duplicated systems and
one-off rationalisation and investment
costs.
Our realised savings for 2015/16 combine
with further efficiencies in the budget
for 2016/17 and these lower costs will
start to impact on our overall activity
cost in 2016/17 but more significantly in
2017/18. There are a wide range of cost
drivers that have or are being reviewed
that will impact positively on our costs.
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OM 15/16

CSM

3.36%

EH

2.61%

CSM

2.95%

EH

3.89%

CSM

2.62%

EH

1.91%

CSM

8.41%

EH

3.71%

CSM

17.34%

EH

12.12%

Key themes include:
• Rationalisation and a reduction in staffing
removing senior middle managers and
staffing duplication in 2015/16.
• Implementation of new group wide
systems that replace duplicated
legacy systems including core housing
management and repairs, assets and
finance in November 2016.
• Consolidation of office locations
reducing down from five to two by
2018/19.
• Procurement and service retenders and
redesigns delivering recurrent savings of
£1.34m by 2019/20.

Median
15/16

14/15

14/15
CSM

£754.54

EH
CSM

Average SAP rating

74.1

EH

Quartile
15/16

Median
15/16

Upper Quartile

£1409.74

Upper Quartile

71.3

£891.47
£2402
76
72.3

1.38%

2.45%

1.40%

5.06%

10.67%

These overhead costs influence each
service provision cost in the following
sections:
• Major works and cyclical maintenance
• Responsive repairs and voids
• Tenancy management
• Income
• Lettings
• Anti-social behaviour
• Estate services
• Resident involvement
• Customer service
• ICT
• Social innovation, value and
partnership
• Financial resilience
• People services (HR)
• Landlords supplies
• Subscriptions and memberships
These sections also include some detail as
to how we are delivering value for money
in day-to-day routine operations.

CSM and EH had both completed their
decent homes investment programme
by merger and major works costs for
One Manchester is now top quartile
performance. In 15/16 the One
Manchester investment programme
returned a £669k underspend against a
combined budget of £5,614,992 with
some schemes being deferred. Examples
of schemes completed included window
and door replacements; electrical
upgrades; heating replacements; highway
repairs; and environmental improvements.
These schemes achieved an estimated
£327k social value which is circa 7% of the
forecast investment spend against a target
of 10%. In 16/17 all procurement contracts
will have social value provision built into
the tender – weighted 80% financial and
20% social value.
Overall, in 16/17, £4.3 million investment
is planned across all areas and will include
roofing schemes; boiler replacements;
energy improvements to tower blocks;
window replacements; electrical
upgrades; and the provision of metering
to some sheltered housing schemes.
The 16/17 programme has been defined
using our asset management data for
stock replacement and the APE model to
establish the financial performance of the
asset and its long-term sustainability.

In 15/16 six major works schemes were
tendered. Taking the lowest successful
tender price from the average tender
price we achieved overall savings of
£131,454.
Addressing fuel poverty remains an
important consideration when making
asset investment decisions and we
continue to identify poorly performing
assets in relation to insulation levels. In
15/16 cavity wall insulation was carried
out to 656 properties and loft insulation
works to 39 properties. The total value
of work was £390,010, our contribution
40% - £156,004 - with the remaining
£234,006 grant funded. In addition to
reducing heat loss, properly insulated
cavity walls reduce heating costs by circa
£147 per annum so this work has potential
recurring energy savings of £96k each
year for our residents. Loft insulation
reduces heating costs by circa £135 per
annum so our residents will save a further
recurring £5265.
We are committed to providing accessible
homes that support independent living
and in 15/16 our residents benefitted from
£422,512 worth of equipment for aids
and adaptations. Again, our contribution
was 40% – £169,005 – with the remaining
£253,507 funded by the local authority.
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Responsive Repairs and Voids
Table 10 Key HouseMark indicators for Responsive Repairs & Voids

Description
Responsive repairs and voids cost per property

Average number of repairs per property

Average cost of repair

OM 15/16
£922.53

3.97

£124.81

Table 11 Energy and maintenance savings at One Manchester schemes

CSM

£777.01

EH

£841

CSM

3.5

EH

4.2

CSM

£109.50

EH

£110.46

Repair costs have increased over the
last financial year which may, in part, be
as a result of repairs being raised post
investment programme. The average cost
of a One Manchester void was £3312
in 15/16 - £759 above the median cost.
Work is underway to develop a lettable
standard of quality but at a lower cost.
EH and CSM operate two legacy repairs
policies. A One Manchester repairs
policy is scheduled to go live with the
implementation of the One Manchester
housing management system in
November 16. The business case for an
aligned repairs service aims to realise
cash savings of c£250k in 2017/18
and efficiency savings created by the
introduction of improved processes
and performance management; better
software and scheduling management
enabling the optimum deployment of
resources; improved customer experience
and uniform processes. We expect a
reduction in the average number of
repairs and a fall in overall costs as a result
of these changes.
A continuing good relationship with
a gas contractor realised savings of
£4077 by the provision of free heating
parts that enable our in house team to
carry out repairs. We saved £38,997 on
gas servicing sub-contractor spend by
carrying out 1058 gas services in house.
We identified a component failure on
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Quartile
15/16

14/15

Median
15/16

Lower Quartile

£808.31

Mid Lower
Quartile

3.39

Mid Lower
Quartile

£118.33

a certain boiler type and negotiated
free parts worth £12,747. Quotes were
obtained from two contractors including
our gas servicing contractor to carry
out these repairs to 304 properties.
As our servicing contractor was £7117
more expensive the properties were
removed from the servicing programme
and the work carried out at the lower
cost. Improved productivity of EH gas
engineers, by moving from unnecessary
full gas services to gas safety checks, has
resulted in £29,250 savings in just 10
weeks as this work was previously given
to sub-contractors. In-house installations
of 27 heating systems saved £37,800 in
total. In 16/17 our target is to complete
all EH gas servicing in-house saving circa
£150k and in-house installations saving
circa £50k. Negotiations with a supplier
reduced the cost of showers by £19/unit
saving £1786 between January-March 16.

Scheme

Savings

Royce Court

£3,920 by year 5

Will Griffiths Court

£14,180 by year 5

Fulton Court

£3,240 by year 5

Westcott Court

£8,007 by year 5

Hulme Court

£2,438 by year 5

Loxford Court

£45,546 by year 10

Bentley House

£127,094 by year 10

From June 2016 we plan to pilot domestic
electrical testing in-house. We expect
savings of £20 plus VAT per property on
the current cost of £87 plus VAT.
We generated income of £7,568 by
undertaking repairs for another local
Registered Provider. We envisage carrying
out 25% of their future work.
In 15/16 we tendered the renewal of One
Manchester vehicle fleet for a lease period
of five years. Our savings plan allowed for
a reduction of costs from the new fleet
of £53k per year. The actual reduction
in costs compared to the 15/16 budget
will be £210k per year. Furthermore, the
rationalisation of fleet saved the business
£66k in 2015/16.

Eastlands Homes has a dedicated repairs
and maintenance procurement team
which saw procurement spend fall for
the fifth consecutive year with average
monthly material spend at £83,015
from £94,192. In 16/17 our review of
One Manchester procurement will aim
to deliver overall efficiency savings to
achieve financial and social value targets
and will seek to rationalise contracts and
agreements where efficiency can be
achieved.

We have commenced a programme of
replacement car park and communal
lighting with LED fittings which will not
only substantially reduce electricity costs,
enhance security and CCTV images but
will also incur no maintenance costs for
many years. Each scheme has a return on
investment appraisal with some schemes
starting to pay back in year 1. Energy and
maintenance savings after investment are
anticipated shown in table 11.
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Tenancy Management

Income

Table 12 Key HouseMark indicators for Tenancy Management

Table 14 Key HouseMark indicators for Income

Description

OM 15/16

Tenancy management cost per property

£94.01

Tenancy turnover

5.64%

Quartile
15/16

14/15
CSM

£59.73

EH

£136.62

CSM

5.4%

EH

5.17%

Median
15/16

Mid Lower
Quartile

£93.95

Upper Quartile

8.96%

Description



Rent arrears and collection cost per property

% rent collected excluding current arrears

Total tenant arrears as a % of rent due

We have a higher number of employees
per 1000 properties than our peers – 7.96
compared to a median 7.06 – and an
average employee cost £3719 higher
than the median. This service area has
the second largest staff resource after
maintenance.

One Manchester operates in 87 LSOA’s
(lower layer super output areas) with 2 in
the worst 1%; 27 in 1-5%; 15 in 5-10%; 27
in 10-25% and 16 in 25-50%. In the worst
1% we have 618 active tenancies – 5%
of our stock. 125 units are in an area of
significant regeneration.

The stability of our communities is
demonstrated by tenancy turnover of
just 5.64% and by the fact that 88% of
our tenants have lived in their home for
over two years and 45% have lived in
their home for over 10 years. The average
tenancy length is currently 12 years and 9
months as shown in the table below.

Table 13 Average tenancy length for City South Manchester, Eastlands Homes and One Manchester
Tenancy Length

CSM

EH

OM

0 to 1 year

12.9%

11.7%

12.1%

2 to 3 years

11.2%

11.5%

11.4%

4 to 7 years

17.8%

20.3%

19.4%

8 to 10 years

10.7%

11.6%

11.3%

11 to 12 years

3.1%

4.3%

3.9%

12 to 15 years

9.5%

10.2%

10%

Over 15 years

34.8%

30.4%

32%

Average length

13 Years 9 Months

12 Years 2 Months

12 Years 9 Months

We believe this clearly shows our
communities are places where people
want to live and more than justifies our
investment in place, social innovation
and partnership. In 15/16 611 tenancies
were terminated of which 65.2% were
terminated voluntarily and 34.8% not (e.g.
eviction/death of tenant).
In order to maximise rental income, a
number of properties underused by
community groups or other organisations
are subject to review. A former showhome for CSM decent homes work
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has been brought back into use after a
number of years used by the Prince’s Trust
and will generate £5k income. An EH
community house has been relet saving
£8k from our Customer Involvement
budget and generating £6k income.
We also brought the management of 22
properties in-house saving a recurring
£11k in management fees.
An outreach programme delivered
in summer 2015 utilised local youth
organisations. We contributed just
£3k but received circa £29K of service

provision – a net benefit of £25,700.
In 16/17 we have the potential to
generate £54k income from the Troubled
Families programme for providing tenancy
support services. A number of other
services will be reviewed – pest control;
mediation – following the 15/16 review
of our neighbourhood wardens’ service
that concluded the service should be
decommissioned and staff redeployed
into more relevant youth outreach work.

Rent collection rates have improved since
14/15 and our performance is currently
top quartile. Arrears levels have also
improved though our performance is
bottom quartile compared to our peers.
We re-structured our income team in
15/16 and introduced more robust
performance monitoring and information.
However, improvements are limited whilst
we continue to work with our legacy
systems and procedures. In 2015/16,
we collected £519,777 of former
tenants’ arrears. Our outstanding debt
is £937,094. Again, we have a higher
number of employees per 1000 units at
2.73 compared to the median 2.27. The
average employee cost is £2971 above
median.
In 15/16 our income team made 852
targeted applications for Discretionary
Housing Payments. This helped tenants
get extra financial assistance to pay
their rent which generated £454,519.
In addition £6168 was recovered from
successful housing benefit overpayment
appeals.

OM 15/16
£207.54

100.09%

5%

14/15
CSM

£199.75

EH

£208.22

CSM

99.4%

EH

99.36%

CSM

8.49%

EH

5.18%

Quartile
15/16

Median
15/16

Lower Quartile

£142.11

Upper Quartile

99.58%

Lower Quartile

3.2%

In 15/16 the introduction of triage services
has reduced missed appointments saving
circa £1365 in staff time and income
officers no longer attending sign up
appointments saved £11,200. The use
of technology has made the following
savings:
• Texts not letters campaign

£1680

• Automated legal notices

£2723

• Use of iMail		

£12,070

Resubmitting previously adjourned
possession hearings within a 12 month
period has saved court costs of £15,750
and in-house training has saved £2345.
Our retendering of rent statements
generated savings of £11k that funded a
behavioural change rent arrears project
in 15/16 and rent statements will now be
sent annually instead of quarterly saving
a recurring £15k. We have reduced
the purchase cost of a financial advice
magazine by £889 which we no longer
post but distribute at events saving a
further £4,600.
Our target of 105% leaseholder service
charge collection rate was surpassed by
both organisations – CSM 115.56% and
EH 143.59%. Total historic leaseholder
debt fell by £155,000.
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Lettings

Anti-Social Behaviour

Table 15 Key HouseMark indicators for Lettings

Table 16 Key HouseMark indicators for ASB

Description
Lettings cost per property

Average relet time in days

Rent loss due to empty properties

OM 15/16
£111.04

20.33

0.58%

£82.04

EH

£97.31

CSM

Mid Upper
Quartile

21.39

EH

20.9

18.9

CSM

0.53%

Upper Quartile

0.86%

EH

0.75%

An aim of our Growth and Diversification
Strategy is to establish a commercial
lettings agency and management
company to shape and manage our future
portfolio of market rented properties
starting with the 172 new build at Leaf/
Royce. This could be via a joint venture
or acquisition that will generate income
for re-investment in our communities and
new homes. We will also start to build our
offer for intervention in the private rented
sector. We will focus our intervention in
places where we have a presence, that
will improve the sustainability of local
communities and generate additional
income for the benefit of our residents.

Lower Quartile

Median
15/16

CSM

Our properties are in high demand with
the average number of bids-per-property
advertised being 106 and first offer
acceptance at 66.09%. Our relet rate is
5.3% (UQ) with an average re-let time of
general needs properties of 20.33 days
(MUQ). In addition to tenancy turnover
being 5.64%, void rent loss is just 0.58%
- both top quartile performance. We have
just over the median level of employees
per 1000 units at 1.51 compared to 1.31
but with the average employee cost
£4725 above median.
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Quartile
15/16

14/15

£70.36

We will develop our tenancy offer and
processes to manage the impact of the
Housing Benefit Local Housing Allowance
cap for the under 35’s. We will focus
on reducing the financial risk to One
Manchester whilst having an effective
tenancy offer in place to enable access to
housing for those impacted.
We have secured a reduction in our
shared housing register costs of £23,352
for 16/17 and will not be charged a
Homeswapper fee saving a further £12k.

Description

OM 15/16

ASB cost per property

£93.43

% anti-social behaviour cases resolved successfully

We have 1.32 employees per 1000
units compared to a median of 0.86
but our average employee cost is
median compared to our peer group.

91.53%

Quartile
15/16

14/15
CSM

£84.98

EH

£104.77

CSM

96.39%

EH

93.86%

Median
15/16

Lower Quartile

£62.42

Mid Lower
Quartile

95.77%

The cost per unit includes 60% of our
neighbourhood warden provision that has
now been decommissioned.

Estate Services
Table 17 Key HouseMark indicators for Estate Services

Description
Estate services cost per property

The combined cost of estate services
provision is middle lower performance
compared to our peer group but this
remains due to the level of service we
choose to provide and our continued
ongoing investment in our estate
services team. Eleven of our caretakers
have recently completed NVQ Level
3 in Facilities Management which is a
service that could be sold in the future.
Seven caretakers are currently undertaking
NVQ Level 2 in Grounds Maintenance and
those that have not completed NVQ level
3 in Facilities Management will undertake
this course on completion of Level 2.

OM 15/16
£179.44

Quartile
15/16

14/15
CSM

£289.57

EH

£138.65

In 15/16 we further developed the role
of our caretaking team to make the
most effective use of that resource. The
team now carry out a range of functions
previously carried out by contractors
including servicing gardening machinery
(saving £100/machine/year); bin repairs
and pigeon netting (saving £190/
property).
A recent move to recycling instead of
tipping scrap metal has saved £1562 and
generated an income of £508 and a new
tipping contractor has saved £2250. In
16/17 we aim to install vehicle weighing
scales reducing the risk of overloading
(and fixed penalties) whilst maximising
vehicle weight and efficiency of process.

Mid Lower
Quartile

Median
15/16
£168.19

In 16/17 we will start to develop our waste
and recycling offer aimed at reducing the
level and cost of waste management and
improve recycling within One Manchester
and the places where we operate.
Following a comprehensive review of our
retirement housing schemes cleaning,
that work will be brought back in-house
from July 2016 saving circa £10k/year and
improving quality and flexibility of service.
In 15/16 two grounds maintenance
contracts generated an income of £48k.
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Resident Involvement

Customer Service

Table 18 Key HouseMark indicators
for Resident Involvement


CSM and EH currently maintain two
separate contact centres that in total
received 194,312 calls. One Manchester
has committed to a radical digital
transformation strategy designed to
put the best and latest technology in
the hands of our teams, and to offer our
tenants a full range of online and digital
services. Designing these online services
with input from our customers, we aim
to make our digital offering so attractive
that channel shift from telephone contact
and office visits will be a matter of choice
rather than default.

Description
Resident involvement cost per property

We have 1.06 resident involvement
employees per 1000 units compared
to the median 0.69 with an average
employee cost just £128 over the
median cost. Employee levels reflect our
strategic commitment to empowering
and engaging with our residents and to
transforming communities and lives. It not
only includes staff in traditional customer
involvement roles but also the nine
members of our opportunities team who
help people into training and work; help
set up or grow new businesses; provide
opportunities to enjoy different cultural
experiences; and provide and support a
wide range of activities for children and
young people to help them gain new skills
and confidence.
CSM’s 2015 self-assessment stated it
would submit a funding bid to the JP
Getty Trust for an innovative three year
project tackling social isolation in multistorey living. The £60k bid was successful
and further funding of £10k will deliver
the project in partnership with the Royal
Exchange Theatre. CSM also said it would
submit a lottery funding bid for Reel
Manchester to run a film project about
Hulme. That bid was also successful
and Heritage Lottery funding of £60k
will deliver the ‘Hulme Sweet Hulme’
project where One Manchester residents
and customers will help produce a
documentary, a commemorative poem
and an exhibition about the transformation
of Hulme – developing their confidence
and learning new skills.
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OM 15/16
£76.91

14/15
CSM

£58.88

EH

£69.12

We saved £10k by not holding our
annual customer conference opting
instead to develop other means of
customer involvement including a
digital engagement network. We have
also saved £1k by not incentivising
participation.
Our youth involvement team secured
funding totalling £14,958 to run a
range of events including arts and crafts
at ‘The Place’; a hate crime play
performed by our youth network; a hate
crime drop-in event; Moss Side Fashion
Project and summer outreach work in
Hulme. In 16/17 we will develop our
Youth Strategy and Engagement Plan
as One Manchester is committed to
creating opportunities for and positive
engagement with young people living in
our communities.

Quartile
15/16
Lower Quartile

Median
15/16
£53.46

To support this strategy we are
introducing marginal office closures at
two of the three EH offices which will
close one day each week on different
days. This will make better use of existing
resources and release capacity to deliver
services more effectively in other ways.
Online transactions are significantly lower
cost than direct contacts and our target is
>50% of transactions taking place on-line
by 2020. Included in this transformation
is a project to move all our documents
into an electronic data and records
management system and introduce an
electronic post room. This will improve
efficiency within the organisation and
reduce the cost of storage.

The number of stage one formal
complaints received as a group fell by
82% from the previous year – a reduction
of 175 (saving circa £10k of staff time)
– demonstrating that our service and
informal complaints are efficiently and
effectively handled which is both cost
effective and assures our customers that
we are committed to customer service
resolving issues at the earliest opportunity
– i.e. at an informal stage.

Stage 2

10
OM 14/15

37

Stage 1

0
19

CSM 14/15

39
EH 14/15

193
0

50

100

150

200

ICT
One Manchester has committed to an ICT
strategy that ensures technology, software
and systems deployed by our teams
are fully aligned with and supportive of
our goals and objectives and that our
customers receive the most effective and
efficient services possible.
As a consequence of the merger, we have
undertaken a root and branch review
of service providers, applications, and
estate and infrastructure architecture to
determine the optimal, unified approach
to delivering our ICT service. This has
enabled us to consolidate software
licenses; more effectively distribute
hardware capacity; and appoint single
preferred service providers on preferential
rates. We have replaced the ageing and
end-of-life telephone system at CSM
by extending the existing EH systems,
including re-purposing some existing

equipment at a lower cost than replacing
the incumbent system from scratch.
Having a single, state-of-the-art groupwide phone system delivers internal
communication efficiencies, resilience
and flexibility of working location, as well
as annual savings of £12k for licensing and
network support.
Our investment plans for 16/17 and
beyond continue this approach. We
are replacing two different housing
management systems with a single,
consolidated system which will go live in
November 2016. This is a major project
involving a capital investment of £157k
but will produce significant operating
efficiencies and improved responsiveness
for our customers. The forecast savings
in licensing and maintenance of the
replaced systems alone are £108k per
annum, providing a very quick return

on investment independently of any
efficiency benefits. In addition, relicensing
our desktop productivity software using
a cloud-based ‘Office 365’ approach will
save £21k on a recurrent annual basis.
In the next 12 months, we will consolidate
our major service provider contracts
for printing, mobile phones, landlines
and wide-area networking, with the
enhanced buying power of the combined
group, so we are targeting improved
service, enhanced functionality and
lower pro-rata costs to generate savings
of around £50K per annum. Combined
with a planned amalgamation of our
data centres in a hybrid cloud model to
support our neighbourhood location
strategy, this revised infrastructure will also
ensure an increased resilience, security,
disaster recovery and business continuity
capability.
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Social Innovation, Value And Partnership
An aim of our Social Innovation and
Partnership Strategy is to create and
deliver joint solutions to improve the
life chances and opportunities for our
communities and customers and maximise
social value. Our Opportunities team,

Financial Resilience

TPAS National Team of the Year, continues
to get local residents into jobs and boost
skills, experience and confidence through
a wide range of training and volunteering
opportunities. Volunteer hours of 2269

helped extend
our services saving

£15,202 based on the minimum wage. In
15/16 we secured £6k funding to support
assisted job search sessions at The Place –
our community library and resource centre
– delivered by our Opportunities team.

Opportunities Team Activity 15/16
500

15/16
Target

375

We also want to ensure that our customers
can afford the best quality of life, so
we will invest in services that provide
customers with the support, knowledge,
skills and advice they need to manage
their finances in the best way possible.

250
125
0

138

80

Into jobs

One Manchester has jointly won a
£353k contract to deliver accredited
employment, training and placement
opportunities within Greater Manchester.
Eleven housing associations have formed
a company, Manchester Athena, and the
Skills for Employment Programme, funded
by the Local Growth Fund (LGF) and
European Social Fund (ESF) marks the first
use of this company to secure a contract.
We expect 12,000 local people to benefit
from the support it will provide over the
next three years. The contract is managed
by The Manchester Growth Company,
a consortium of companies focused on
growth in Manchester, and delivered
by the housing associations with One
Manchester leading the work.
We are revising our enterprise offer to
make available a menu of support to local
entrepreneurs, micro, small and medium
sized enterprise, strengthening and
investing in the local economy.
This complements our provision at
the Pod – a hot desking and business
support hub. We will continue to support
communities and individuals with ideas
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Our Financial Resilience strategy aims
to generate and protect our income so
that we can reinvest into services and
products that help our customers. We
need to ensure we are in a sound financial
position, manage our income well and
make the best use of resources to deliver
value for money and increase efficiency.
This helps to protect jobs and ultimately
means we’re in the best financial position
to deliver the services our customers
need. The more funding we can access
and the more income we generate the
more we have to reinvest into the people,
services and communities that need them.

73

80

Volunteering

410

400

Training and employment opportunities

to realise their vision. Building upon the
success of The Place, we continue to work
with communities on asset transfer of
public buildings, but also in co-designing
services that tackle unmet need.
The Group measures the social value we
create using HACT’s Wellbeing Valuation
methodology. In 15/16 there were six
programmes: customer involvement and
culture; digital inclusion; employability;
financial inclusion; The Place; and youth
and 53 active projects with 1423 people
experiencing an outcome. The budget for
the year in terms of funding and staff hours
was £540,010; social value generated
£7,808,077 with the year end social
return on investment being £7,268,067 –
a ratio of 1:14.46.
We aim to implement additional
appropriate measurement and evaluation
tools across our social innovation and
opportunities activities that will further
analyse outcomes and impact. This will be
shared with Board members, stakeholders
and customers. Effective measurement
and evaluation will allow One
Manchester to build a bank of evidence

of our approach and contribute to the
knowledge bank of social innovation. We
will continue to identify and maximise
growth and innovation through the
identification of emerging agendas, new
resources and partnerships working
on neighbourhood, local and Greater
Manchester footprints.

Our residents face challenges through
the continuation of the underoccupation
charge and potential reduction of
the Discretionary Housing Payments;
the capping of benefits; the ongoing
implementation of Universal Credit;
and the impact of the local housing
allowance restrictions for the under-35s.
We are, in 16/17, developing a new
One Manchester approach to financial
inclusion, advice, engagement and
information. This will form an integral
part of our offer on employability and
enterprise and meeting the challenge
of underemployment and lack of skills.
This will build on the work of our money
advisors and will be backed up by
resourcing customer intelligence and
linking data from other sources. Our aim
will be to target those affected and enable
us to promote campaigns to protect
those at risk. The welfare reform agenda
will be a constant feature of our forward
agenda and is a risk not only for the
organisation but for the financial health of
our residents.

People Services
In 15/16 our Money Mentors team
(EH and CSM) assisted over 800 tenants
with £1,195,158 worth of debt. Tenants
were assisted to gain £1,740,688 in
benefits and £867,486 worth of rent
arrears were dealt with. The team
also secured £90k Building Better
Opportunities Big Lottery and ESF funding
(2016-18) for the provision of debt
advice to marginalised groups as part of
a Building Better Opportunities Greater
Manchester-wide bid.
We continue to take local authority
Troubled Families referrals and assisted 23
families which helped regain control of
debts worth £153,082, secured £74,811
of benefit gains and generated an income
of £15k.
Our Mind Your Money project is in its
final year but has assisted 2,500 people
including 363 in job centres where
we have helped the most vulnerable
stabilise their financial situations. We have
partnered with the South Manchester
Credit Union to provide bank accounts
so people are job ready or able to
have benefits paid – 77 accounts have
been opened so far. We have provided
training to 124 staff and volunteers
so more organisations can offer lowlevel assistance on money issues and
delivered money skills courses to parents
at local primary schools and the Parent
Engagement Network to increase
awareness of benefit changes. We have
promoted water meters – our customer
involvement team worked with United
Utilities to provide water discounts
for customers totalling £16,600, the
warm home discount and low-cost
home insurance. We have assisted new
tenants with furniture by working with
a Manchester charity to offer vouchers
of £150 and have supported local food
banks.

Our People Services team’s commitment
to VfM delivered a number of savings in
15/16 including bringing payroll in-house
saving £14,120. An expenses module
worth £2940 was gifted to the group and
job evaluations, previously carried out by
management consultants, was brought
in-house saving £28,500. We negotiated
savings of £11,230 on our e-learning
module; £1,875 on our Investor In
People assessment; and savings or free of
charge training worth £21,597. Our staff
apprenticeship programme training was
fully funded to a value of £43.5k.

Landlords’ Supplies
Both CSM and EH have contracts in
place to supply landlords gas and
electricity to offices, ancillary buildings
and communal areas of our properties.
CSM gas and electric contracts have been
renegotiated with the same supplier from
October 2016 for two years at £15k per
annum (13%) less than current rates. EH
gas contract has been tendered saving
17% on current rates with the electricity
tender (a limited market and only the
current contractor tendered) realising a
1% increase. In 2018 procurement will be
combined to achieve economies of scale.

Subscriptions and
Memberships
The merger has resulted in savings
of £20,175 as we now only require
one subscription or membership to
various groups and have stopped some
altogether.
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One Manchester’s gains in 2015/16
The following table summarises savings
and efficiencies made by One Manchester
in 2015/16.

Description

Savings are categorised in four areas
which are expenditure savings, income
generated, in-kind and community
benefits.

The table details the value of the VfM gain;
whether the gain is recurrent or one-off
and identifies the value created.

Description

VfM gain 15/16
£’000

Future gain if
appropriate

Value credited

28

Will recur £
unknown

Same service at a reduced cost

Negotiated savings on ICT products and
training

16

One off

Reduced cost to the business

Renegotiated gas and electric contracts

15

Recurrent
(for 2 years)

Reduced cost to the business

Subscription and membership review

20

Recurrent

Reduced cost to the business

Fully funded staff apprenticeship
programme

43

One off

Reduced cost to the business

11

Recurrent

Reduced cost to the business

Expenditure Savings In-house job evaluations
continued

Table 19 One Manchester’s gains in 2015/16
Description
Expenditure Savings
These are areas where
we have made a
recurrent saving for the
business going forward
– either through
changes in the way we
work, savings, time
savings , tenders, how
we work or by working
more effectively with
others.
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Description

VfM gain 15/16
£’000

Future gain if
appropriate

3,435

Recurrent

Reduced cost to the business

Successful lower offer on 10 units

20

One off

Reduced cost to the business

Stopping customer conference and
incentivisation

Tender process savings on four new build
properties

79

One off

Reduced cost to the business

Total

Negotiated construction cost saving against
budget

6

One off

Reduced cost to the business

Tender process savings on six major works
schemes

131

One off

Reduced cost to the business

Free heating parts enabling in-house repairs

17

Potentially £
unknown

Reduced cost to the business

In-house gas servicing instead of using subcontractor

39

Will recur £
unknown

Same service at a reduced cost

Improved gas servicing productivity
reducing reliance on sub-contractor

29

Will recur £
unknown

Same service at a reduced cost

In-house installation of 27 heating systems

38

Will recur £
unknown

Same service at a reduced cost

Negotiated reduction in shower unit cost

2

Will recur £
unknown

Reduced cost to the business

Fleet rationalisation

66

Recurrent

Reduced cost to the business

Management of 22 properties brought
in-house

11

Recurrent

Same service at a reduced cost

Income recovery process changes

50

Will recur £
unknown

Reduced cost to the business

Voluntary exit scheme and staff restructure

Value credited

Description
Income Generated
These are areas of
activity where we have
secured new business
or sourced other
areas of funds, e.g.
grants to support our
in-house projects, asset
investment or support
for our communities.

4,132

Description

VfM gain 15/16
£’000

Future gain if
appropriate

Disposal Proceeds Fund from RTB/RTA

984

One off

New build / restoration
projects

HCA funding towards 10 new build
properties

210

One off

New build project subsidy

Disposal of four units (Existing Use Value)

40

One off

Income from sale of asset

Grant funding for insulation works

234

One off

Improvement project subsidy

LA funding for aids and adaptations work for
tenants

253

Will recur £
unknown

Increased quality of life for
tenants

Repairs service for another RP

8

Will recur £
unknown

Income from sale of services

Former show home brought back into use

5

Recurrent

Community house re-let

8

One off

Re-let community house income

6

Recurrent

Rental income

Income from grounds maintenance
contracts

48

Recurrent

Income from sale of services

Troubled Families income generated

15

Will recur £
unknown

353

One off

Rent statement re-tender

11

Recurrent

Reduced cost to the business

Switch to annual rent statements

15

Recurrent

Reduced cost to the business

Recycling & tipping process & contractor
change

4

Recurrent

Reduced cost to the business

Accredited employment & training contract
with 10 other RPs

Sheltered scheme cleaning brought inhouse

10

Recurrent

Same service at a reduced cost

Total

Reduction in stage one complaints via
process change

10

Potentially £
unknown

Reduced cost to the business

Switch to one telephone system saving on
licensing and support

12

Recurrent

Reduced cost to the business

Payroll brought in-house

14

Recurrent

Reduced cost to the business

Value credited

Rental income
Saving against budget

Income from commission
Community benefits

2,164
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In-Kind Benefits
These are areas where
we have been able
to complete an area
of work by accessing
the services of other
organisations at no cost
to us. It also includes
areas where we have
developed something
in-house which saves
us having to procure
a particular item, we
may have incurred
some staff costs but
these are far lower
than the market price
equivalent.

Utilisation of youth organisations for an
outreach programme

26

One off

In-house training for income team

2

Will recur £
unknown

Upskilled staff

Volunteer hours at One Manchester

15

Will recur £
unknown

Community benefits & savings
to the business

Free of charge staff training

22

One off

Total

65

Description
Community
These are areas where
we have worked with
a range of community
groups to either secure
grants for them or to
work on projects where
they are the direct
financial beneficiary
including energy
savings. It also includes
work where we have
helped our community
to access additional
benefits, protect
their income, or offer
practical support to
help them manage
their budgets. We
also look at life skills,
training, culture and
education.

Description

Upskilled staff

VfM gain 15/16
£’000

Future gain if
appropriate

Tenant support – benefit entitlement (via
income team)

461

Will recur £
unknown

Improved customer finances

Tenant support – benefit entitlement (via
Money Mentors)

1,815

Will recur £
unknown

Improved customer finances

Tenant support – rent arrears

867

Will recur £
unknown

Improved customer finances

Funding for social isolation project

70

One off

Community benefits

Heritage Lottery funding for Hulme Sweet
Hulme project

60

One off

Community benefits

Funding for youth projects

15

One off

Community benefits

Job search funding

6

One off

Community benefits

Social return via Wellbeing Valuation
methodology

7,268

Will recur £
unknown

Community benefits

Building Better Opportunities funding

90

One off

Energy savings to tenants as result of cavity
wall insulation programme

96

Potential recurrent

Reduced energy bills

Energy savings to tenants as result of loft
insulation programme

5

Potential recurrent

Reduced energy bills

Water discounts for tenants

17

Will recur £
unknown

Reduced water bills

Total
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Saving on service vs
contribution

Value credited

Improved customer finances

10,770
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